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Justice Scalia Returns to USD
by Michael K. Hayes, Editor-in-Chief

Umte
tates upreme ourt Justice Antonm
Scalia is becoming .a familiar face at the University of
· San Diego School of Law. In 2004, he presided over the
Paul A. McLennon, Sr. Honors Moot Court Competition,
and last year he visited as a Distinguished Jurist in ·
Residence, to help inaugurate the School ofLaw~s Center
for the Study of Constitutional Originalism. His most
recent visit, during the first week of September, was less
public and much less heralded than his past appearances,
and signified the increasingly intimate relationship that
the school enjoys with this veritable firebrand of modem
Supreme Court jurisprudence.
Last Spring, students who· were thorough
enough - or lucky enough - to notice a footnote at the
bottom of. the Fall 2007 course registration materials .
were alerted to the fact that Justice Scalia would be
teaching two class~s, as part of Professor Mike Ramsey's
course on Constitutional Separation of Powers. There
was relatively ljttle fanfare surrounding the arrival of the
Justice, and more than a few USD Law students might
have been surprised to happen upon the bomb-sniffing
dogs and security detail that prececi~d the Justice in the
early hours of the day.. In fact, less than sixty students
were privileged to attend theJectures. No visitors from
outside the course were granted admission.
As per his usual, Justice Scalia managed to
communicate his hard-line positions with the wit and
charisma that has helped soften his reputation. ·When
referring to his own cranky concurrence in the 2007 Hein
decision, he described himself as "the skunk in the garden
party." When discussing his predilection for overturning
precedent, he conceded being thought of as "the bulldog
in the china shop." (The mistaken reference to "bulldog"
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Timothy Atkins:
Twen Years of Innocence

Timothy Atkins (thirdfrom right) was freed aft:er twenty
years in prison, He shares a moment with (from left)
Cat Tran, Rosario Santoyo and Kimber Williams, of the
USD Criminal Law Society, as well as Wendy Koen and
Jeff Chinn, of the California Innocence Project.

Criminal Law Society Highlights
Success of Innocence Project'··.
by Kimber R. Williams, Staff Writer

Please see Scalia, continued page 7

Efficient Immorality

by Peter Stockburger, Core Staff
The wo~ds of former president Dwight D.
Eisenhower have never seemed more prophetic: "In
the councils of government, we must guard against the
acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought
or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The
potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists
and will persist."
·
This fear has come to fruition in Iraq. The rise
of the military-industrial complex is real. Currently,
there are over 20,000 PMC (Private Military Company)
trigger pullers in Iraq.
These private forces are
responsible for guarding key domestic facilities and
government personnel. The priv~e contractors are not
bound by the Uniform· Code of Military Justice. More
importantly, thanks to a 2004 order signed by former
Coalition Provisional Authority head Paul Bremer, these
private military contractors are immune to Iraqi law. In
essence, from 2003 to September 2007, private militaiy
contractors in Iraq have been operating behind a shield of
impunity.
Blackwater USA is perhaps the most prominent
private military contractor in Iraq. Founded by Erik
Prince and Al Clark in 1997, Blackwater USA is a North
Carolina based international security contractor that
trains more than 40,000 people per year. Their personnel
is comprised of a vast_ array of former special operations
militaiy forces and specialized law enforcement officials.
With this private army of military· experts, Blackwater
touts itself as the "most comprehensive professional
military, law enforcement, security,. peacekeeping, and
stability operations company in the _world."
Blackwater is currently the largest of the U.S.
Please see Blackwater, continued page 8

Professors BlogFrom the Right
by Jenn Chou, Core Staff

The creators of The Right Coast blog(www.righ
tcoast.typepad.com) were four of many professors around
the country who viewed blogging as a way of expressing
,views freely and spontaneously without injecting bias
into their teaching. It started abbut two years ago, an<;!
Professors Gail Heriot, Tom· Smith, Michael Rappaport,
and. Maimon Schwarzschild continue to post their
thoughts and ideas on The Right Coast regularly. It
maintains a consistent readership, including various
people aside from USD studehts and San Diego residents.
"When we teach, we give all sides," says Professor
Maimon Schwarzschild. "We cannot think out loud and
be opinionated in the same way as on the blog."
Professor Schwarzschild fadicates that Professor
Rappaport· was the prime mover behind the blog.
Rappaport cites a variety of inspirations for launching
the blog. He had been reading other blogs, ·and wanted
to vocally react to developments· in law and politics.
Further, he wanted to be familiar with the new medium.
"It was a way of keeping up with the new technology,''
he says. The proliferation of intemet~use and blogs is
also introducing some change to traditional forms _of
legal scholarship. The casual and rapid nature ofblogs is
in•complete oppositionto the homog~Ilized and uniform
format of Law Review publicatiOns. All four originators
had long felt that while publishing in Law Review is a
way of expressing their views, it is a very formal process. ·
, "It is a lengthy and dry way of communicating," says
Professor Schwarzschild.
"Law Review can be confining and uniform,''
Schwarzschild observes. Specifically, he .is referring
to the need to explain everything from scratch in Law
Review articles. On the other hand, blogs. generally
have no particular formats or requirements. With blogs,
academics 'can post whenever they want, and write in any
style they choose. On the other hand, there are downsides
to the lack ofrequirements and structure. "There is a lot
more freedom than with Law Review, but the ideas are
also much less developed,'' says Schwarzschild.
r
The time and research involved in Law Review
articles usually means that a publishing professor will
associate himself with a Law Review publication for
life. On the other hand, blogs .obviously have a more
ephemeral and spontaneous nature. "The ideas are
more tentative, and it's just a more experimental way
of presenting views," says Schwarzschild. While Law
Review articles require thorough research and .deep
thought, blog articles are spur~of-the-moment and largely
unedited. It lacks the collective effort of Law. Review
publications, since every writer is completely free to post
Please see Right Coast, continued page 7
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Editor's Comment.

- SCHOOL OF LAW'S STUDENTRUN NEWSPAPER SINCE 1971
(FORMERLY THE WOOLSACK)!

First and foremost, I must make some corrections.
and apologies, as the first issue included some errors that
warrant mentioning.
Most significant was a factual error· regarding
the compensation received by the SBA President, Cole
Cannon, and Vice-President, John Lo. I stated that the
President receives full-tuition for his efforts, while the
Vice-President receives half that amount. In truth, the
President earns half-tuition, while the Vice-President
receives approximately $1,300 per semester. This was a
major error on my part, which I greatly regret. Count it
as a lesson learned in journalism.
I would also like to extend apologies to the
Kroc family, for a mispelling of their name, and to the
Republican Law Society, whom I referred to as the
College Republicans.

LOOKS GREAT ON YOUR
RESUME
. GET PAID FOR YOUR
SUBMISSIONS!
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

USDLAWMOTIONS@GMAIL.COM

ADVERTISE IN MOTIONS
FOR CURRENT RATES.
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

A special thanks to all of the contributors to this
month's issue .. They have presented news and views on
USDLAWMOTIONS@GMAIL.COM
a wide range of topical interests, ranging from school
events, to local politics, to socio-political concerns
WE ACCEPT ADS ATANY TIME
and cultural developments on both the national and
DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE
international stages.
The SBA. continue[> to charge .forward with
FOR MULTIPLE ISSUES
innovations and expansions. The Moot Court and Mock
Trial organizations are once again proving their mettle, as . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
well as their vaule, to the stuent body and the school.
Jenn Chou takes us inside the minds of a couple
of RightCoast professors. Hali· Henderson and Stephan ·
Dupourque comment· on social issues with real world
The · September 2007 issue of Motions erroneously
implications. Kimber· Williams heralds . a triumph of
reported
the compenation received by SBA President
our criminal justice system, while Peter Stockburger and
Cole Cannon and Vice-President John Lo as one year's
Kevin Grigsby analyze the mechanisms of global justice.
full-tuition and half-tuition, respectively. In fact the
And last but not least, Bruce Elder reminds us of a world
compensation received is one year's half-tuition for
above, beyond, and greater than our imaginations.
Cannon and $1,300 per semester for Lo.
Unfortunately, there was not adequate room to
print all articles in their entirety. In future issues, we
The Joan Kroc Center for Peace and Justice was mispelled
may be able to expand to twelve pages, but that will
in the September 2007 issue. My apologies to the Kroc
depend, largely, on continued contributions. And I have
family.
.
,
little doubt that .the articles will keep coming, as there are
always more concerns to raise, more issues to debate, and
The USD Republican Law Society was erroneously
more stories totell..
referred to as the College Republicans in the September
-Michael K. Hayes
2007issue.

CORRECTIONS
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Message from the President
by Cole Cannon, SBA President

USD Appellate Moot Court
Alumni Torts Tournament

"The greatest ·asset .of the University of San
Diego School of Law is the student body." These are
Overall Awards:
the words of distinguished USD L_aw alumnus Michael
Thorsnes (JD '68) and I could not agree more .. As I have
1st Place: Frankie DiGiacco
watched this semester unfold I am continually amazed
2nd Place: Peter Stockburger
at the caliber of students USD Law hosts. There is no
3rd Place: Kevin Cleveland
doubt the relationships we forge while here at school will
4h Place: Mark Langer
continue to flourish throughout olir professional lives.
In watching clubs get started this semester I have
Best Brief:
been particularly impressed with the S~nse of community
that prevails among many different groups. I have seen
1st Place: Chris Von Der Lieth
the Federalist Society team up with the International
2nd
Place: Christopher Blosser ·
Human Rights society and others to host speaker events;·
3rd
Place:
Christine Diaz
SBA Bar Review teaming up with LA RAZA and PILF
4th
Place:
Benjamin
Shiftan
for a night of.Salsa dancing; the Dean's office teaming up
with the SBA Executive Board for the first-ever State of
Best Oralist:
the School address; six different clubs teaming up with
PRIDE law for the AIDS walk; and the Graduate Student
1st Place: Frankie DiGiacco
Council building stronger connections with the law
2nd Place: Britton Lacy
school and the. administration.
This community is what brings our distinguished · 3rd Place: Jessica McElfresh
alumni I?ack to USD to take part in the Alumni Student
4th Place: Benjamin Shiftan
· Interactive Program (ASIP). In case you missedit, the
ASIP brings students (primarily one-L's) together with
Sports and Entertainment Law Society
alumni to interact in fun, non-traditional environments
such as sailil}g, happy hours, golfing, etc. The program
Presents
· shows the dedication our USD alum have to the current
stud~nts. This year, under the leadership of Sam Adib an:d
The 2nd Annual Sports and Entertainment ·
Maureen Abdelsyed, the program has benefited over 100
Law Symposium
students who participated.
Many do not know that our mascot is the Torero,
Join us for a unique opportunity to meet agents,
lawyers, and other professionals in the fields of
a chivalrous bullfighter from Spain: Though I do not
sports and entertainment/aw
support bull fighting, I am prouq to be a Torero! As we
look forward, I hope we can continue to collaborate on
Hahn .University Cen.ter at USO
various projects. If we do so, when we graduate we will
Saturday, November 10, 2007
· · not only hold a diploma from a great academic institution ·
8:30 am - 3 pm
but also a deep reservoir of professional contacts that we
and
.can call friends and fellow Toreros,
All three
Co-Chairs
of
SDCBA's Entertainment &
c
Sports
Law
Committee
will
be speaking on October 30,
Stay Classy San Diego,
2007 from 12-1 pm in WH 131.
SBA President Cole S. Cannon
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Happy Birthday Sputnik·!
. by Bruce Elder, Staff Writer

Fifty years ago, on October 4th, 1957, humanity
:first managed to reach beyond Earth's thin atmosphere
and enter orbit. With the success of a tiny spacecraft,
Sputnik 1, the Soviet Union kick-started humanity's
exploration of the vast outer space frontier. Less than
twelve years later, Americans were walking on the moon.
While the early development of rockets began some 2000
years previously in China, and all Sputnik really did was
send out plaintive radio beeps as it circled the globe,
Sputnik's demonstration of the ability· to· place a vehicle
into orbit was a far greater achievement than merely
rocketing ballistic projectiles from point to point. It was
a major triumph of engineering and imagination. Literally
translated from Russian, Sputnik· means "traveling
companion." For the first time, the Earth had a new moon,
a human-built moon, a companion to accompany us as we ·.
hurtle through space.
So what? Did the ensuing "space race" of the
1960's have any impact on life here on Earth? Perhaps a
more relevant question is whether space research and
exploration today is worth the public expense, when we
could be spending thatmoney on more pressing needs?
To start, it's probably a good idea to get some
perspective. The annual budget M NASA today is
approaching $15 billion. While there is a nascent private
space industry, as well as significant military spending on
space, NASA remains the major funding source for basic
aerospace research and exploration in the U.S. (I'll leave
it to other countries to sort out their own public
expenditure priorities). While $15 billion seems large,
consider the following. The NASA budget is roughly
equal to the money we spend on the military occupation in
Iraq-in just five weeks. In fact, the NASA budget in
2004 was roughly the same as the $10 billion in cash and
equipment that was documented stolen or otherwise
missing from Iraq that same year. The NASA budget is
also equivalent to a little more than two weeks of the ·

Medicare budget. Moreover, analysts have calculated that
each year roughly $30 billion is lost from Medicare (roughly
10%) to fraudulent claims, and more recently an additional
$3 to $6 billion each year goes toward windfall profits of
pharmaceutical and insurance corporations from the new
Medicare part D prescription drug plan alone. The NASA
budget suddenly seems more modest.
·
I'm not attempting to compare the public
importance and value of aerospace research against other
things like healthcare for the elderly or occupying Iraq. Nor
am I championing today's NASA as a model of e.fficiency
(far from it!). Rather, I'm just trying to put into perspective
the less than 0.5% of the U.S. federal budget which goes to
basic aerospace research·anc} exploration.
Even though the relative investment isn't all that
great, that still doesn't answer the question whether the
money could be better spent on other priorities. It is true that
basic research and exploration are always· something of a
gamble. While history shows that such investments may pay
back in the long~run, the short-term rewards are often less
stellar (pardon the pun).
Yet space exploration has delivered tangible
economic benefits. Several multi-billion-dollar industries
today are based upon the utilization of space. Modem
communications and navigation technology is highly
dependent upon access to outer space. There have also been
huge tangible benefits in diverse fields, such as materials
science, medicine, micro..:coniputers, and other technologies
that impact our lives every day. And let's not forget Velcro
and Tang! It's fair to say advances in these areas would have
come anyway, without the spur of space exploration, but
such advances would have been significantly slower in
coming. Another very tangible benefit is the ability to see
and measure our planet from the vantage of space, allowing
us to more accurately predict weather and better measure
the environmental impact of the choices we make here on
the surface. The benefit to those who escape from a

· hurricane's path with their lives is a very tangible shortterm benefit indeed.
But it's still hard to say that such spin-offs alone
justify space exploration, given the many other pressing
· needs. I think we must also consider the intangible
benefits of space exploration to get the full picture. These
intangibles are the reason why I believe that it's a false
choice to suggest we can have either space exploration or
schools and healthcare, but not both. Perhaps we need
both, and success in .one area is even intermingled with
success in others. For example, there is the understanding
and perspective we gain about our planet, its fragility, and
how precious it really is. I'm reminded of a csticker my
wife just put on one of our cars: "Save Earth! It's the only
planet with chocolate." Space exploration in the 1960s
· had a profound effect on the development of the modem
· environmental consciousness and corresponding sciences.
And how might our views about our place in the universe
change.if we discovered incontrovertible proof that life
has developed independently on .other worlds?
.
I think, too, that sp~ce. exploration provides us
. with a drive to innovate, to challenge the unknown, and to
solve. incredibly challenging problems. Just eleven days
after Sputnik launched, President Eisenhower called ~
.meeting of American science and education leaders, and
. asked what. could be done to keep U.S. education and
innovation on par: with the Soviets. Not only was NASA
formed in the following year, but the Defense Education
Act was also passed, which channeled close to $1. billion
toward science education..
Dreams of space .exploration have certainly
motivated many choices in my life. Yes, I am a child of
Sputnik, even though I was bomsix years after its historic
flight. I was fascinated as a child with the space program
and remember vividly watching the first moon landing. I
· See Sputnik, continuedpage 8
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A Defense oftheICC
by Kevin Grigsby, Staff Writer,
and Peter Stockburger, Core Staff
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. Firing Back:
Affirmative Action Works
by Haley Henderson, Staff Writer
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The Mayor's
Change of Heart

by Stephan Duporuque, Staff Writer

The September ·I 9th news conference held by
Apparently, I should never have been enrolled
On October 4th, Professor Ronald Rychlak of the here at USD Law. And, I have a 43% chance of not passing San Diego Mayor Jerry Sanders caught a lot of people
University of Mississippi School of Law visited USD to the bar. Not quite the words you might expect to hear from by surprise when he announced he would approve the
give a lecture on the shortcomings of the International ·· a professor at USD, but that is the exact message I got City Council's resolution on gay marriage. With Dear
Criminal Court (ICC). Being a former delegate to the U.N. from Gail Heriot's August 2007 Wall Street Journal article Abby announcing her approval of gay marriage the week
meetings on the ICC, Prof. Rychlak was surprisingly very entitled, "Affirmative Action Backfires." Professor Heriot before, you have to wonder, who .is next?
The approval itself is not that significant, because
critical of the Court, delivering nearly a dozen criticisms. writes, "Minority students whose academic credentials are ·
The International Human Rights Law Society (IHRLS) substantially below their average classmates are lulled into the resolution would have probably passed anyway, and
strongly disagrees with Professor Rychlak's argu1l1ents, believing that they are just as likely to graduate and pass it's not going to change the law on gay marriage. What
and believes that the International Criminal Court is an the bar. When they don't, they may be stuck with bills, not the resolution will do is lend support as a "friend of the
important international body tbat can and is creating peace -to mention the loss of several years of their life." Wow. court,'' along with Los Angeles, Long Beach, San Jose and justice. IJIRLS posits that Prof. Rychlak's arguments . Sounds harsh, right? Well, as callous as it may sound, and Santa Cruz, to a case on gay marriage that is to appear
are hypothetical at best, and oversimplify the nature of the there are actually some statistics to suggest that minority · before the California Supreme Court. What is significant
Court and its flexibility to act in the best interests of peace. students may not fare as. well as· their white counterparts. is how suddenly and dramatically the Mayor changed his
Below, the main four arguments raised by Prof. Rychlak So, taking these statistfos as true, what is Professor Heriot's policy on such a divisive social issue.
will be rebutted by IHRLS memb~rs, the first two by solution? It's. the same solution of[ered by the U.S.
It was just two years ago that the Mayor ran his
Kevin Grigsby, and the last two by Peter Stockburger.
Commission on Civil Rights (of which Professor Heriot election with a stance against gay marriage and only two
is a member). First, law schools should eliminate race~ days since he had anilounced he was going to veto the
1. Professor RychlakArgument #1: There needs conscious affirmative action programs. Second, if these resolution. So what should one make of such a dramatic .
to be a political. body in the ICC that can programs are not going to be eliminated, students should be change? As the news conference unfolded, the Mayor
consider national amnesties or reconciliation informed of their bar passage likelihood upon admission to . revealed that his daughter is a lesbian, that some of his
efforts.·
staffers are gay, and that he could no longer continue
law school.
Starting with the latter solution first, I cannot supporting civil unions as an alternative to gay marriage.
Prof. Rychlak was quite adamant about the ICC say enough how damaging it would be. to a student's self- And when the tears began flowing; it seems that a lot of
llaving the ability to forego prosecution in favor of esteem to be told that they only have a 43% chance of San Diegans viewed this announcement as heart warming,
achieved national amnesties or reconciliation. He claims passing the bar if they attend their "reach" law school. I revealing a true family man. So, should the Mayor get a
that in its current state, the Court and the ICC Prosecutor· remember being faced with a similar situation in my first pass for breaking a campaign promise just because he's
are unable to consider such efforts because they are strictly semester of law school. In November of 2005, I attended looking out for his daughter? Not s.o fast,
a legal body. In his opinion, once prosecution has begun, a discussion at the Joan B. Kroc International Peace &
No matter how one feels about the gay marriage
.there is no stopping. the .Court from going all the way, Justice Center titled, "Let's Talk about Segregation" with issue, whenever a politician breaks a campaign promise,
aside from legal barriers. He argues that having a political guest speakers Abigail and Stephan Thernstrom, Abigail everyone should be concerned. If Mayor Sanders' antibody will allow the Court to make· calculated decisions to Thernstrom is also a member of the Commission on Civil gay marriage position helped him get elected, shouldn't
determine when prosecution is appropriate.
Rights. A large group of students and faculty astutely ·he be answering a few more questions about this reversal?
Prof. Rychlak has overlooked the authority granted to listened as the Thernstroms explained how affirmative One question that does come to mind is, just because a
the Prosecutor in the Rome Statute (the treaty creating the · action hurts· students because these students cannot family member is affected by a public policy, should that
International Criminal Court) to proceed with or forego compete with their classmates and end up having to drop be a valid reason to break a campaign promise? Maybe
prosecution. Article 17 .of the Rome ·Statute provides out. Oi;ie can imagine how inadequate I suddenly felt as it is, but what about the 140,000 people that voted for
strict limits on the ICC prosecuting international crimes an African American student just beginning the mentally him because of their expectation that. he would keep his
that have been dealt with at the national level. The challenging first semester oflaw school.
promises?
Court must determine a case inadmissible if the case is
"Fhe Mayor was not too forthcoming on how he
The alternate recommendation is that racebeing "investigated or prosecuted by a state which has conscious-affirmative action programs be eliminated. This came to his decision, other_than an explanation that he
jurisdiction over it, ·unless the state is unwilling or unable recommendation is in stark opposition to ABA Standard had "evolved signific(lntly" in the last two years. It's an
genuinely to carry. out the investigation, or prosecution. " 212, whiCh was adopted in 2006. Under Standard 212, interesting dilemma. On the one hand, he was voted into
This concept is known as "complimentarity." .This law schools seeking accreditation from the Council must office .on a Republican ticket that waves family values
means that the ICC must find inadmissible the referral demonstrate by concrete action a commitment to having and morality as its banner. On the other hand, those same
of a situation that has already had a national amnesty or ·a student body that is diverse with respect to race, among family values are going to make him concerned about
reconciliation. Prof. Rychlak would argue that amnesties other aspects of diversity.
what is best for his daughter. What is a mayor to do? He
are not considered "prosecution"; however, Article 17 also
also said that, "times have changed," as one of the reasons
states a case is inadmissible if it is being "investigated" by,
he changed hi_s mind. Does that mean he believes there is
the state. Usually, national amnesties and reconciliations
a similar "evolution" going on with the rest of the public
involve an investigation of who is responsible, as
acc:epting gay marriage? There are probably guite a few
amnesties are granted to specific individuals or groups
. people who a:re against gay marriage, especially those
of individuals. Moreover, Article 17 does not appear to
opposed for religious reasons, who would disagree that
be inapplicable once prosecution by the ICC has begun.
anything has changed with respect to their opinion on this
Therefore, the ICC can withdraw prosecution due to
subject.
inadmissibility if a state decides to pursue amnesties and
The Mayor could . have easily swept the
reconciliation after prosecution has. begun. Prof. Rychlak
resolution under the rug, vetoed it, sent it on its way,
would point to Uganda to prove his argument. However,
and then gone home to his.. daughter to tell her it was
Uganda involved the amnesty of only certain groups of
purely politics, and that he still loved and supported her.
. individuals involved in the conflict, and did not pertain to
By approving this resolution, he put himself in the cross
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights takes the
those up for prosecution.
hairs
of anyone running for mayor next year, and also put
positiOn that "[t]he Council should revise the recently
Concerning complimentarity, Prof. Rychlak also
himself
in a questionable position with the Republican
adopted Standard 212 to- delete the requirement that law
·argues that the determination of ·whether . a state is
Party.
Ironically,
the day after the news conference, the
schools seeking accreditation demonstrate a commitment
"unwilling or unable" to prosecute is left up to ICC
Mayor
announced
his plans for re-election next year. It
to diversity. The standard should instead be revised·. to
judges, and that a voice must be given to effective nations
will
be
interesting
to see how this will. affect his future
permit law schools ... the freedom to determine whether
when determining this factor. Prof. Rychlak overlooks
and how divisive this issue still is.
diversity is essential to their academic mission." In other
the reason this phrase was added to the Rome Statute in
words, there shouldn't be a presumption that diversity. is
the first place. States that are declining to prosecute those
;valued in law schooL
·
·
responsible are not going to be forthcoming with the Court
Now, as a stark liberalist, Lfind it hard to even
about admitting that they are "unwilling and unable to
stomach such a proposition. I believe that diversity is an
prosecute."· When Prof. Rychiak emphasizes the need
WRITE FOR MOTIONS, THE
invaluable element in any educational or life setting, and
for these states· to be involved in this decision process,
that it enriches the learning experience for all involved. As
SCHOOL OF LAW'S STUDENThe again visualizes national amnesties being ignored.
Professor Roy Brooks says, "without diversity, people don't
However, Article 17 does not necessarily consider national
RUN NEWSPAPER SINCE
know how to interact with other human beings." To be fair,.
amnesties to mean ''unwilling or unable" to investigate or
however, J admit that I can undt;:rstand why people have a
1971 (FORMERLY THE
prosecute. To the contrary, it involves a consideration of
problem with race-conscious affirmative ai:;tion programs.
investigations or amnesties, and if this does not apply
WOO}JSACK)!
. Shouldn't just the most qualified applicants be accepted to
.to .the situation at hand, Article 53 below provides an
law school? Isn't that the way the cookie crumbles?
alternate means to avoid ICC prosecution.
LOOKS GREAT ON YOUR
So, I pose these questions to you. What do you
Even if Article 17 is found not to apply becaiise no
think <?f race-conscious affirmative action programs? Is
RESUME
prosecution. or investigation were included in a national
there value in diversity? For riie, the answer is, "yes."
amnesty, Article 53 grants the Prosecutor the power to
GET PAID FOR YOUR
While I can see the appeal of a color-blind admissions
forego investigation if, "taking into account the gravity
process, I also know that I wouldn't Se here if that were
SUBMISSIONS!
of the crime and the interests of the. victims, there are
the norm. l believe that the diversity which we do have
nonetheless substantial reasons to believe - that an
in law school is a direct result of these race-conscious
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:·
investigation would not be in the 'interests of justice. "'
policies, and I am grateful. I think affirmative action
Thus, the Prosecutor has ultimate authority to take into
recipients .deserve to be here just as much as anyone else
accoi.:int national amnesties or political reasons not to
usdlawmotions@gmail.com
and, speaking for myself, I am certainly trying my best to
stay. But again, maybe I'm biased.
Please see International Criminals, continued page 6

"I believe that diversity is
an · invaluable element in any
educational or life setting, and that
it enriches the learning experience
for all involved. "
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Appellate Moot Court Sees
Unprecedented Participation
by Nicole Citsack, Staff Writer

SBA Enters Digital Ag~
by Richard Kim, SBAPublicist

October 2007

Mock Trial Starts Year
With New Faces
by Gregory Smith, Staff Writer

_The question is often raised: "Wait, what's the
· The Student Bar Association (SBA) recently
It has been a year of change for the USD National
difference between Moot Court and Mock Trial? It's discovered' that it can use the internet for more thanju8t -Mock Tri3.I Team. Over the summer, Lisa Hillan, the
the· same thing, right?" As it is frequently necessary to fantasy sports; instant messaging, emails, celebrity gossip, Team's fong-time coordinator and assistarit coach; retired
distinguish between the two., Mock Trial replicates a and other uses thatl would not like to describe specifically hc;:r post and moved to England'. As a result, the Teain
trial court proceeding, whereas Moot Court simulates an · (think prurient interests in Constitutional Law).
uilderwent niajor restructuring. Professor Corky Wharton,
appellate argument for which students prepare'a written
The SBA is no longer ·funding. advertising the Team's head coach 'and founder, recruited Trial Team
brief and are pitted against peers ,in a mock appellate because it feels that the w"'bsite does the job, and SBA alumni PaUI Reizen, Mark Skeels, and Za:ki Zehawi to join
argument.
doesn't like wasteful printing of club fliers for 'the student a8 a8sistant coaches .. Kim EtChepare, also a USD alumna,
Many entering law students are familiar with mailboxes. The SBA has chosen to do its part in th~ gfobaI . succeeded Hillan after two years as her. work study
courtroom proceedings only so far as those depicted in cause of ,conservation by going digital, thereby 'saving employee. Reizen and ·Skeels; both Assistant District
draQ:tas. Yet, shortly after beginning Lawyering Skills, , trees, The SBAhas improved upon the website and made Attorneys, and Zehawi; an Assistant Public Defender,
fi,rst:-year students quickly realize that the world of it much simpler for clubs to schedule their events, give bring a wealth of tnal experience and a history of mock
oral advocacy. reaches far beyond the. so often depicted news bulletins, and even book roo:i;ns. Also,·Sidebar is no trial sutcess to the Team. Each has focused-their attention
courtroom of Law & Order. In their first year curriculum; fonger printed arid distributed in the mailboxes. It is now on preparing a groilp (}f 3L's for various tournamentS this
.. .
students study appellate-level decisions to - better electronically _available on the SBA website and emailed fall.
understand issues oflaw. These are the very issues argued weekly to USD students~
·
·
. The trial season kicked off in early October with
at the ~ppellate level. Based on the increased participation
- In additi9n, the SBA's website is c0mplete With the San Diego Defense Lawyers' (SDDL) Annual Mock
and intense· competitiveness already witnessed in the all club information, photos, and a calendar' of events. Trial Tourrulinent. Two foursomes of USD students
tournaments this fall, it would be advantageous to figure Students can keep up with ~ll of. the events that the clubs, were among the 24 team.S fi:om 16 different schools that
this out sooner rather than later.
mcluding SBA, are throwing. Students no longer have to competed. · Courtney Bolin, Cole Cannon, Scott Mason,
The Alumni Torts Tournament took place from try to read someone's illegible handwriting on the comers and Joel Morga.ti performed valiantly, but ~d not survive
September 26th through the 29th and was coordinated by of the chalkboard or read about an event on a flier days the. cut from 24 to. 4 semifirullists~ The other team, .
L~en Frawley. Frawley created a problem involving an · after the event passed.
_
consisting of Jamahl · Kersey, · Viviane Pourazacy, · Joy
architect,alowrailing, andawomantopplingoffabalcony.
"This. is a huge breakthrough for SBA. It was Shedlosky, andBryan Zuetel, made the semifinals. There,
Some of the tort issues raised included the determination· much needed," sfild SBAPresident Cole Cannon.
. they knocked off Cal Western and advanced to the finals.
of a limited purpose public figure, negligent infliction of
- Most importantly; event tickets can now be · A tough Thomas· Jefferson sql1ad was there to meet thelll,
emotional distress, and sensorial and -contemporaneous purchased on the SBA website. Students no longer have but behind Shedlosky's closing argument, US:O emerged
observance of an accident. Frawley. recounted the to be on campus at certain hours to purehase tickets for victorious. The win was USD's- first since 2003, when
experience of observing the fruits of her labor: "I enjoyed events such as the Halloween Party or the Barrister;s Pepperdine ended tlte Team's run· of 4 straight SDDL
watchillg the problem. come to life in the ·courtrooms. I Ball .. "The whqle point of the website is to make sure that victories. ·. "ltwas great that our hard work and long hours
was impressed by the level ofcompetition, and, from what the students are well informed and that things are more .. paid off," said Jamahl Kersey. "It was especially sweet to
I heard, all the judges were equally impressed. I am very. convenient." said SBA Secretary Lois Seong.The website ·beat both other San Diego law schoois·in our path to the
pleased with how the tournament turned out."
,. allows students to stay informed and pilrchase tickets from title."
It was apparent from the enthusiasm and the comfort oftheir own homes. Foryoti technophob~s~ do
Soon, other USD studentswill try to follow in
entertainment value within the courtrooms that the notworry.:.youcanstillpurchaseticketsoncampus·atthe their footsteps. On November 9th.,... 12th, the Trial Team·
judges were both impressed and enjoying themselves. University Center (UC).
will send a foursome to the Buffalo Niagara Mock Trial.
Competitor and :finalist, Kevin Cleveland, observed that,
So during Civil Procedure, Torts, Property, Competition in Buffalo, New York. Trial Team veteran
"The Moot Cmirt team did a greatjob running a fantastic Evidence, or Tax, take a break from your normal internet Hali Henderson said, "It gives me great pride to be
tournairient. It was on time, and they had enoughjudges activities" such ~s fantasy sports, Youtube, Myspace, r~resenting USD in a competition against some of the
to have at least three in: every round both days. The - Facebook:, or any other website that you might be visiting best trial teams in the country. It should be a lot of furi."
judges they brou'gh.t in for the finals were not only high :(rea1ly, I do notwant to k:now) and check out the new USD · The following week, tWo teams will compete in the ABA
pr<?file, but also very in~erest~cJ in helping to imprnve S~Awebsity, See whatis happeniJ;ig on campus, searcJ;i for Se<?tion of ~abor __ancl EmyloymenJ Competition: iJ'.!. Los
and challenge the skills of the competitors." Although pictures of youi classmates that Will derail their political Angeles. ' . · ·. , · · · .
typically a high-stress event for students, the tension. was -aspirations; and purchase'tickets to upcoming events. The
frequently broken by moments of humor on the part of the URL for the SBA website is http://wwW.usdsba.org.
The USD M()ck ':£rial Team recently
judge or competitor. These glimpses of reality seemed
·
·
·
·
s~lected its newest members.
to remind the students that the experience was being·
2007Alumni-Student
orchestrated for-their benefit.
·
Congratulations to the. following
Interactive Program
Tiie value of this exercise in oral. advocacy
by Maureen Abdelsayed, Staff Writer
students:
appears to be gaining recognition among USD law ·
students. This year 68 students signed up to compete. .
. · ·September 25th marked the start of this year's
CaleyAntferson
The Board was forced to limit the list
38, which still
Alumni-Student Interactive Program (ASIP) -with our
. Resh Jeffries
represented a 30 <percent increase overlast year's number
first annual Alumni-Student Interactive Mixer! The wellJarod
Krissman
of competitors. The competitors were cut to 16 after the
attended mixer brought together students and alumni who
Ana.Landa
first evening of arguments. After .two more. rounds on
are participating in this year's program, which has become
··. RyanLee
Friday night, the final four _contestants . were announced.
an annual tradition of organiziitg various stnall scale events
·Adriana
Rodriguez
The :finalists, Fra:nk:ie DiGiacco, Kevin Cl_evelaild, Peter
·between USD alumni and c~erit faw students-, The goal
Stefanie
Schiff
Stockburger, and Mark Langer, competed ih USD'.s Grace
ofASIP is to provide students with various opportumtiesto
Laura
Sheppard
Courtroom on Saturday evening. They faced a prominent
interact with USD faw alumni as a means of understanding
JeffStein
panel featuring The Ho,norable Patricia D. ·Benke, The
and 'networking with the legal community, While geared
Catherine
Vmh.
Honorable Maureen F. Hallalian, and Professor Stanley
triwards first year students,' the progi:am. aims to provide
Panikowski.
all. USD law students with one of many opportunities to
* interested stucJents may still earn a §pot on a team by
Frankie DiGiacco won the tournament and
branch o'Ut into the legal commui:tity in order to explore
participating in the Spring AAJ tournament.
took home the award for Best ()ralist. "The competition
and further refine their future career goals.
was great, but, ill the end, the experience was greater,"
The program has come a long way since its
In other Trial team· happellirigs, the .Thorsnes
DiGiacco explained after demonstrating his ability to
official·mceptionlastyear.
'(hegreatstrideswe'vemadeto·
.·Closing
Argument Cmnpetition ·Final· was held. on
cross over from the. Mock Trial arena to the Appellate,
·
expand
this.
program
can
1Je
credited
to
our
new
Directors,.
September·
15th. · Thorsnes is the primary ·nieans for •the
Moot Court style of advocacy. Fellow competitor Ben
MaureenAbdelsayed
and
SaminAdib,
who
have
parti:tered
Trial
Team
-to select 2L;s to participate on the National
Shi:ftan elaborated· on DiGiacco's modesty, "There are
up
with
SBA
President
Cole
Cannon
andAssociateDirector
team
the
following
year. Over fifty students participated
kids who are intelligent, well-spoken, and extremely
of
Alunlni
Relations
ShariBaurle,
to
ensure
the
j>rogram's
m
the
early
roUn.ds:
·Each.had to give a I 0-minute closing
analytical. Then,. there are kids who are animals~ .Fra:nk:ie •
growth
ahd
success.
They
have
been
working
tOgether
argufilent
for
a
medical
maipractice suit in front of current
DiGiacco is an animal."
· .
to
contact.
thousands
of
USD
alumni
located
throllghout
_
Trial
Team
members..
Twenty
competitors moved on to
However, OiGiacco is not alone fa his success.
San
Diego
and
Southern
Califorllia:.
Alt'eady
this
year,
the
the
finals,
and
Stefanie
Schiffwas
declared the winner. At
Britton Lacy, a fellow Moot Court Board member and
al~ h~ve been gracio:is enough .to host such events as. the close of the comp,etitfon, Stefanie said, "The Thorsnes
Torts competitor, was chosen to compete alongside
DiGiacco in . the · Roger Traynor Torts · Competition. . sailing trips, whale watching excursions, ,barbeques, happy. - Closing Argument Competition was a challenging·.
Coached by 3L Agnieszka Jones; the two will travelto hourS, a series of breakfast meetings, wine tasting, ·court experience and I look forward to future .tournaments as
tours, firm tours and myriad other exciting outings, As~ part o:f USD's prestjgious Mock Trial Team." Caley
Los Angeles thi~ spring to represent US.D;
The upcoming ·Jessup International Law continue to work with the Alumni Board of Directors, we _ Arui~rson, Resh Jefferies, Jarod· Krissman, Ana Landa,
Tournament is slightfy different than Torts. in that students hope to~ expand our alumni base in an effort to encourage Ryan Lee, Adriana Rodrigue~, Laura Sheppard, Jeff Stein,
compete in pairs, both in the written and oral components. the San Die-go legal community to embrace our students and Catherine Vmh ·.were aiso invited. to join the Trial
Last year, 16 teams (32 students) competed in the Jessup and provide them with the advice and guidance they desire · Team. Frankie DiGlacco, a 2L and Winner of last year's
_ .
AAJ intraniura1 · tournament· arid Trial Teain member:
toUmam.ent. This year, registration 'was limited to 40 _ as they venfure ·into the legal world. ,
Hopefully,
we
can
continue
to
appreciate
and·
said, '~The· level of skill. exhibited by each of the· :finalist~
teams and filled up on the second day.
utiliz~ this unique way of networking,· and encourage oilr presented the judges with a difficult·decision and, in the
· Based on the flood of interest and participation in
these fall tournanients, the spring McLe]lllon conipetition peers totake advantage of this opportunity to interact ~th end, i:he entire Trial Team is pleased to welcome those
·is expected to surpass prior years. Moot Court's'_ alumni in a fun and pressure-free ~vironment. With your who: wete seiected." · 2L's interested in joining the Trial·
largest tournament of the year, McLennon involves. a support;, "7e are confident that this year WiU be the best yet Team will have another opportunity next spring through
the neXt AAJ intnimural tournament. Look out for more Constitutional Law issue and is open to all 2L, 3L and for the Alumni-Student Interactive Program! For info, email us @alumniinteractiVe@gmaiLcom
information in late March/early April 2008;

to
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prosecute, as .they most certainly relate to "interests ·of
justice." Likewise, since amnesties and reconciliation are
usually focused on the interests of the victim, this also
means the Prosecutor can take these into account when
deciding not to prosecute. Prof. Rychlak's proposal of a
political body is not needed, and the founders of the ICC
already contemplated the conflict between prosecution and
national amnesties, which is why this section was created.
Again, we believe that the ICC Prosecutor carried on with
prosecution of Uganda war criminals, despite amnesty
being granted ·to some, because. it did· not include the
main individuals responsible, and thus was not in the best
interests of justice for the victims involved.

International Criminals, from page 4: ·
necessary to be considered ·a crim.e against humanity.
For example, rape or forced pregnancy must be part of
a "widespread or systematic attack directed against any
civilian population. " The International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) has interpreted this
requirement to mean that the crime (i.e. rape, forced
pregnancy) must be collectively committed by many
individuals with a shared goal or outcome. This means
that to constitute a crime against humanity, rape or forced
pregnancy would not be. a ''small crime" as Prof. Rychlak
coins it, but instead a "widespread or systematic" crime
that certainly warrants international prosecution. Lastly,
IHRLS strongly objects to Prof. Rychlak stating that
forced pregnancy is a "small crime." It most certainly
constitutes an assault on the dignity and hillnanity of
women across the globe, and when committed during
violent conflict can b~ one of the most brutal acts to occur
on this planet. Even if'the ICC were to prosecute isolated
instances of forced pregnancy (although they cannot, as
explained above), I would find no need to coin such an act
as the prosecution of a "small crime" in order to justify
one's job. Overall, a simple legal analysis of the crimes
available in the Rome Statute for prosecution refutes Prof.
Rychlak's argument.

will encourage leaders to stay in power is fallacious.

4. Professor Rychlak Argument #4: The
International Criminal Court is ineffective, and the
proof is in Uganda. In Uganda, the indictments of
the leaders of the LRA have hindered peace prospects.
The bloodshed has been prolonged.

This is perhaps the most irresponsible argument
made during Prof. Rychlak's presentation. Before we can
attack this argument in full, however, a brief history of the
conflict in Uganda is needed.
u ganda's northern region has been engulfed in
a violent conflict for over 20 years. On one· side is the
2. Professor Rychlak Argument #2: Crimes "less
Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) led by Joseph Kony.
serious than we think of'' are designed to be
On the other side of the conflict is the government of
prosecuted in the Rome Statute
President Museveni and his army, the Ugandan People's
Defense Forces (UPDF).
Prof. Rychlak next argues that the Rome Statute, in
According to human .rights advocacy .. groups,
being too specific, provides for a plethora of "smaller, less
the LRA rebels are responsible for murdering, raping,
serious crimes" that are available for the ICC to prosecute.
maiming, and torturing civilians. They are also accused
In his hypothetical argument, because the Court has 16 full
of abducting, indoctrinating, and physically and sexually
time judges, and only 4 "cases" to prosecute, they will find
abusing young children. Children make up 85-90% of
themselves needing to justify why they are there, and begin
the LRA fighters, most of whom were kidnapped between
prosecuting everything, including small crimes. To begin, ·
the ages of 11-15 and forced to join LRA forces.· The
Prof. Rychlak completely understates the complexity of
3. Professor Rychlak Argument #3: If leaders primary targets of LRA attacks are members of the Acholi
the cases currently under the ICC's docket.The Court does · are facing the threat of prosecution, they will not tribe, which occupies the northern districts of Uganda.
not have only 4 "cases." Instead, the Court is prosecuting leave office, and bloodshed and violence will continue. Strangely, though, Acholi tribal· members make up the
conflicts in 4 nations: Uganda, the Democratic Republic of If there is· no· Court, there ·is a prospect they will majority of the LRA, including Kony himself. Kony's
Congo, the Central African Republic, and Sudan (Darfur). eventually step down.
aggression against mariy of his own tribal members is
Each conflict represents the prosecution of numerous
explained by their failure to support him and by his belief
individuals responsible for international crimes: The Court
This argument is without merit . and is that they' are "spiritually weak." President Museveni,
has begun with prosecuting4 individuals, but in the years disingenuous.
There is ·no empirical proof that meanwhile, is a member of a. southern tribal group. ·Kony
to come there should be at least dozens of individuals per controversial leaders are encouraged to stay in power is seeking to overthrow the government, give political
conflict being prosecuted simultaneously, Given that these after· they have committed crimes against humanity or power to the Acholi, and install a systeni based on the
are often lengthy cases involving complex defenses and war crimes because there is an International Criminal Biblical Ten Commandments. The government is also
investigation, the 16 judges of the ICC already do and Court. In fact, empirical· evidence suggests an adverse accused of committing atrocities against civilians. These
will continue to have their hands full for some time to effect. .Moreover, this argument suggests leaders will be include extrajudicial execution, torture, rape,. sexual
come. Prof. Rychlak is quite wrong in generalizing and encouraged to step .down if there will be no prosecution. exploitation and assault, arbitrary detention, forcible
hypothesizing that the judges will have endless time on This may be correct, but only because leaders have an relocation, and child military recruitment.
their hands, and will start prosecuting smaller crimes in assurance of impunity.
Uganda signed the Rome Statute, which creates
order to justify themselves. This has yet to be seen, and
, In Sierra Leone, former dictator Charles Taylor the International Criminal Court, on March 17, 1999 and
promises not to be seen in the future.
stepped down despite the prospect that a United Nations ratified it on June 14, 2002. Article 14(1) of the Statute
When explaining the smaller crimes available for ICC hybrid court, with jurisdiction to prosecute crimes authorizes State Parties to refer a situation to the ICC in
judges to prosecute, Prof. Rychlak talks about "forced collllJlitted during the Sierra Leone civil war, would file . w.lJ.icllPPceJ)r.more.ofthecrim.c:swithinthe juris4iction.of
pregnancy" and "forced disappearances." However, what prosecution· papers. In Cambodia, the leaders of the the Court have been committed smce July 2002. President
Prof. Rychlak failed to explain is that there are actually only Khmer Rouge regime stepped down, though they are now Museveni referred the situation in northern Uganda to .
4 crimes the Court can prosecute: war crimes, genocide, facing prosecution by the Special Tribunal for Cambodia. the ICC in January 2003. The Court's Prosecutor, Luis
crimes against humanity, and crimes of aggression: Things Alberto Fujimori stepped down as president of Peru, went Moreno Ocampo, has determined that then:< is sufficient
such as forced pregnancy and forced disappearances 'cannot into exile in Japan, and now faces prosecution for the ·basis for an examination into the situation in northern
be prosecuted as isolated instances; rather, they must occur mass killings he approved while in office. In Argentina, Uganda in order to· determine if the Court should pursue
within the. context of the four larger. internaj;ional ·crimes a number of former military officers ·are being held an official investigation.
mentioned above. Crimes against humanity are crimes accountable for the "dirty war" they waged against leftist
In 2005; the International Criminal Court
that involve many of these "smaller crimes:' that Prof. political figures. Former Ethiopian dictator Mengitsu · issued 5 arrest warrants for the leaders of the LRA.
Rychlak mentions. Things such as rape, forced pregnancy, faced justice for his "red" massacre after a 12 year trial.. Professor Rychlak indicated thes~ warrants are the main
enslavement, or forced disappearances, just to name a Dictators, strongmen, . and military leaders are facing impediment to peace in the region because they preclude
few, can constitute crimes against humanity. However, the prosecution, with or without an International Criminal
context of these crimes have several other, larger elements Court. Thus, the argument that the presence of the court Internatiorial Criminals continued page 7
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ca ia, rom page :
Right Coast, from page 1:
Atkins, from page 1:
in
place of "bull" seemed apt, as the Justice more closely
without
consent
orreview
of
the
other
writers.
located, however, her testimony turned Tim's case around.
resembles
the former, in both appearance and judicial
There
is
also
no
formal
agenda,
although
readers
Powell retracted her testimony in letters and conversations
temperament.)
And finally, in response to his rhetorical '
may
think
that
the
writers
plan
the
subjects
to
be
covered.
after the trial, and again recanted her statement at one of
suggestion
of
a
potential problem with judicial passivity
In
fact,
the
four
.
creators
almost
never
talk·
to
each
·other
Tim's hearings last year, ultimately leading to Tim's
,in
the
face
of
perceived
social iJJequities, the Justice cried
about
the
blog
at
all.
"Even
when
we
see
each
other,
release in February 2007.
aloud,
"tough
Tacos!"
we
never
talk
about
it,'~
says
Schwarzschild.
Rappaport
Tim was just 17 when he was arrested for the
The charmer's witticisms did not win over
murder. Before that, Tim admits that he used drugs, sold explains that the blog is very eclectic, and that all writers
his
entire
audience, however. One bold student, at the
pursue
whatever
topics
happen
to
interest
them.
at
a
given
drugs, and was in a gang. But Tim's arrest in 1985 made
him turn his life around while in prison. He refused to moment.· Rappaport has different focuses at different times, outset of the Justice's second lectu1;e, questioned the
become part of the prison culture and maintained f~ith and does not follow any particular agenda. "Sometirp.es I Constitutionality of Presidential signing statements,
that his innocence would one day be proven. Tim told of will be focused on the Middle East and Israel, other times, which have become much the norm during the current
administration. (A signing statement is an explanation
the many letters he wrote to innocence projects across the Constitutional issues ap.d Originalism," says Rappaport.
Some of Schwarzschild's topics include socio- given· by the President as to why he will· not execute
nation, including CIP. Tim said it was a constant struggle
to keep his faith and avoid being consumed by prison life. economic, rather than race-based affirmative action, and certain provisions of the bill that he has just signed into
He commented that one of the first things he did when h~ liberal bias on law school campuses. Faculties in the law.) At first, Justice Scalia seemed perplexed that there
humanities, and particularly law schools, tend to have a even should be such a question. But when pressed with
was released was go to the beach.
.
·
Still today, Tim enjoys going to the beach ratio of 8: 1, or even 10: 1 of liberals to conservatives. This an argument that a textualist could not help but love, the
and says one of his favorite pastimes is playing on his ratio is measured by registered voters. Schwarzschild has Justice blushingly reversed course. It was a tribute to the
PlayStation. Tim also spends a lot of his time speaking to some theories on this. He posits that some of the imbalance courage of that student and to the intellectual honesty of
.
kids in schools about the dangers of gangs: He says that is self-perpetuating because existing faculty will tend to hire the Justice. .
times
the
Justice
was
riot
so easily
But
at
other
people
who
think
like
them.
"The
effect
tends
to
cascade.
he really enjoys spending time with the kids and hopes
swayed.
His
response
to
Orte
student
who
lamented
the
If
you
start
out
with
a
60-40
imbalance,
it
will
gradually
to make a difference in their lives. . One might think that
.
tendency
of
democratic
majorities
to
curtail
the
rights
of
become
70-30,
then
80-20,"
Schwarzschild
explains.
Tim would resent those whose false identification put him
minority
groups:
"You
need
a
king!"
Then,
softening
his
On
the
other
hand,
Schwarzschild.
does
not
behind bars. On the contrary, Tim has forgiven Denise '
Powell, and he stated that she must come to terms with believe such is the case at USD. "USD has had a conscious stance somewhat, the Justice remarked that democracy
what happened on her own. Tim has not had any contact commitment to greater intellectual diversity." In essence, "does have its warts."
All of the students who were able to attend the
with Vincente Gonzalez's widow, but says that he harbors USD does not hire based on who has the most desirable and
Justice's
lectures
were privileged to enjoy such an intimate
amenable
views
at
the
moment,
but
recognizes
candidates
no ill will toward her or Powell.
and
in-depth
glimpse
into the mind of one ofour nation's
.
who
are
very
good,
regardless
of
their
political
views.
Students also got a glimpse of another side of
most
influential
and
controversial
jurists. That, regardless
"The
result
is
that
there
is
morepolitical
and
intellectual
Tim's story. Wendy Koen started as student worker at
CIP when Tim's case was first accepted for investigation. diversity and more of a spectrum here at USD than virtually of whether the student likes him him or dislikes him, or
Wendy. graduated from Cal Western and vowed to any other law school in the country," Schwarzschild says. curiously falls somewhere in between (is that possible
continue to work for Tim's release. Wendy's inspirational This was the subject of one of his· posts. While USD has nowadays?). To whom do we owe the pleasure of having
stories of talking with Tim's family, visiting Tim in prison, been able to achieve diversity, many other schools are far Justice S<:alia as a regular at our school?
The first answer to that question has to be
and standing by Tim at his parole hearing were touching. more uniform.
·Rappaport finds the issue of liberal bias on Professor Mike Ramsey, who coordinated his course
Wendy's moving account of her journey will hopefully
spur other law students to find what will drive ·them in campuses to ·be a difficult question. Although he agrees . with the Justice. Ramsey clerked for Justice Scalia in
that there is a problem of faculties hiring like-minded 1990-1991, and has remained fri~nds with him since. But
their careers.
candidates, he points out that this does not explain how the Ramsey is quick to credit Professor Michael Devitt and
imbalance occurred in the first place. Generally, liberals Dean Kevin Cole with fostering the relationship between
tend tO go into academic fields more frequently, but the USD and Justice Scalia. Both of these individuals, says
reason for this is also unclear. "There is the stereotype that Ramsey, have been very influential in the process that has
right-wing people just want to make money, but I have not· brought the Justice to our school on multiple occasions.
Ramsey also thinks that the Justice· simply
really noticed that in my case," he adds.
Schwarzschild emphasizes that the Right Coast has an "affinity for law schools," and that he enjoys
bloggers write in a private capacity, independent of any the opportunity to teach. Justice Scalia also teaches a·
USD School ofLaw affiliations. "It's just something we do Separation o.f Powers course at the behest of the Federalist
in our spare time. Some people play golf, and we do this." Society, for which CLE credits are awarded:
Ramsey .also speculated that the Jusice might
However, Professor.Rappaport adds thatth~ blog enriches
the environment at the USD School of Law. "l'he Right favor USD because of its Catholic identity, as Scalia is
Coast is associated with the law school," says Rappaport. a professed Catholic. But he was hesitant to attribute
"Although there is no actual affiliation, private things c;an Justice Scalia's affinity for our law school to the
recently founded Center for the Study of Constitutional
have a public effect, and the law school is better for it."
The Right Coast has comment features, which Originalism, even though the Justice is the foremost
allows professors to react to one another, and gives students advocate for Originalism as a theory of Constitutional
opportunities to respond to posts. "Not everyone will want interpretation. Ramsey emphasizes that USD's Center
As Community Service Chair of the Criminal to read it, but it contributes to the intellectual life of the law does not advocate Originalism .as a jurisprudential
philosophy, but instead studies if from a neutral, academic
Law Society, I wanted to organize an event that would school,'' says Rappaport.
perspective. It should be noted, however, that while there ·
serve a larger purpose than providing lunch and an hour
are other academic centers for the study of Constitutional
.
International
Criminals,
from
page
6:
of procrastination for law students ... Working at the
history, USD's Center is the first to narrowly focus on
the
LRA
from
negotiatini
.
However,
the
LRA
has
never
Innocence Project over the summer allowed me a look
into a criminal justice system that many of our students been intent on pursuing peace. They have pulled out of Originalism. (The Center will be hosting· University of
Chicago Professor and property rights advocate Richard
only read about. That is what I wanted. to bring to the numerous peace negotiations with the government and
Epstein on November 16-17.)
students of USD - a real and ugly and beautiful picture have threatened to reinstate hostilities each time.
But whatever his reasons for paying special
The arrest warrants issued by the ICC have actually
of criminal justice in the United States. Though Tim's
attention
to oui. school, it has been, and hopefully will
story is a terrible and unfortunate one, the tireless work decreased the violence, rather than increase .the violence as
~ontinue
to
be, a privilege to play host to the Supreme
of the attorneys across the country to free the innocent is Prof. Rychlak suggests. The number and severity ofLRA
Court
Justice
whom I will forever think of as "the skunk
inspiring. Students undoubtedly walked away from this attacks in northern Uganda, which were already at their
in
the
garden
party."
event inspired to work for justice - whether it be as ethical lowest level in years at the time the warrants were first
and faithful prosecutors making sure they have the right made public, continued to decline following the issuance
guy, or as defense attorneys who fight endlessly against a of the. warrants. Vfolence in· northern.Uganda decreased
as LRA fighters moved into Sudan and then the DRC, and
system that sometimes gets. it wrong.
crimes attributed to LRA have nearly ceased following the
implementation of a Cessation of Hostilities Agreement
signed by the LRA and. the Government of Uganda, in
August 2006, as part of the current peace negotiations. In
June 2006, Kofi Annan, the former Secretary General of the
United Nations, noted that "attacks by the LRA are at their More International Criminals
lowest r~corded levels in several years;" Prof. ~ychlak be~no impunity for crimes of concern to the internatfonal
responded to this evidence by claiming these events were community as a whole.
In September of this year, the ICC warrants
·simply a coincidence.·
·
This decrease in violence has improved the proved essential to ensuring LRA rebels would face
humanitarian crisis in Uganda. For example, Han Engeland, prosecution and be held accountable for their crimes.
the UN Under Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs, . In a joint news conference in September, Uganda's
reported to the UN Se<;:urity Council on September 15,· State Minister for Defense Ruth Nankabirwa, Internal
2006 that "OCHA could now reach 54 of the 102 interna1Jy Affairs Minister Ruhakana Rugunda, and Principle State
displaced persons' camps without military escorts, up Attorn.eyChristopher Gashirabke said that the ICC would
from 34in May,'' and that "internally displaced persons in lift the indictments against four top LRA leaders· .once
Acholiland were cautiously beginning to move home," and Uganda. proved capable of prosecuting the rebels for
that "the number of night commuters had fallen to 10,000 crimes against humanity. Nankabirwa stated, "The ICC is
just a complementary court.to the local legalsystem. We
from a high of 40,000" the previous year.
There has been broad local support in Uganda and agree with the ICC that it would intervene when Uganda
Kimber Williams, pictured above with Atkins, hopes that internationally for the ideal that the warrants stood for, ancl has proved it has ignored to prosecute the rebel leaders
an ideal which is one of the aims expressed in the Preamble and have no institutions to try them. But we have credible
his story will inspire USD Law students to work for just
See International Criminals, continued page 8
of the Rome Statute: that lasting peace requires that there
outcomes in the criminal system.

MOTIONS
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became obsessed with reading everything I could lay. my 1979, the Moon Treaty. However, just a few countries
hands on about both science and science fiction. I even have ratified this treaty, none with a manned space
majored in aerospace engineering as an undergraduate. My program (the U.S. hi;is rejected it). The Moon Treaty
first career was working in the space program, launching purports to require that all resources extracted and benefits
and flying spacecraft for the U.S. Air Force. My path in life, derived from the Moon, by .any government or_ private
starting iri engineering jobs, and later in business actor, must be equitably shared among all nations'. It also
development of innovative Silicon Valley start-ups, was bans the placement of weapons of mass destruction and
inspired by my early dreams Qf space exploration. I carry to the conduct of military exercises on the Moon. Other
this day a. strong sense that it is okay to imagine the . discussions of this issue have looked for analogies to those
seeuringly impossible, and a belief that innovative solutions treaties that share· a few co1nmon principles, such as the
are sometimes possible to even very complex problems if International Telecommunication Convention, the
Antarctic Treaty, and the United Nations Convention on
enough human ingenuity and spirit are applied.
And I'm not alone. Some of the top innovators in_ the Law of the Sea ("Law of the Sea"), but the issue of
the dot-com boom were also children of Sputnik and are private property rights in space remains unsettled.
now returning with their newly built fortunes to start a new ·
Other international
generation of private space exploration companies. treaties that have been ratified by the U.S. include the
Microsoft co-founde,r Paul Al).en funded the development Rescue Agreement, which .covers the repatriation and
of Spaceship One, the first private vehicle to fly people into return of space travelers after their return to Earth (19
space and winner of the $10 million X-Prize, which now U.S.T. 7570); the Registration Convention, which requires·.
forms the basis for Richard Branson's new Virgin Galactic that a government that launches an object into space, or
space tourism company. Amazon.com co-founder Jeff allows the launching from within its jl)risdiction, must
Beios has also started a space tourismcompany, Blue create a registry listing all such objects and notify the U.N ..
Origin. PayPalfounder Elon Musk's company, SpaceX, has (28 U.S.T. 695); and the Liability Convention, which
already received contracts from the U.S. government to ·assigns. strict liability for any damage caused by objects
orbit satellites on his privately built rockets. The list falling back to Earth on the government of the nation that
continues ....
registered the launched object, though damage caused in
These private space tourism and exploration space is still based on fault (24 U.S.T. 2389).
companies are also setting the stage for some possible new
·I'll finish this article with something of a gift for
legal challenges. Since all nations border outer space my fellow law sttidents: links to my four favorite and most
equally, most applicable lawtoday is n,aturally international inspiring space photographs. I encourage you all to look
in character. Four United Nations' treaties, all ratified by these up online. Hopefully, like me, you'll see more than
the U.S., are the basis of space exploration law (of course, just beauty, and als? find some inspiration.
various arms control regimes_ and domestic regulatory·
agencies like the FAA also play a role). The seminal treaty,
Earthrise -This is the first time that humans
ratified in 1967" is commonly called the Outer Space Treaty. - saw Earth rise above the horizon of another world, the
(rs U.S.T. 2410). This treaty sets a standard that the Moon Moon. To quote the photographer, Apollo 8 astronaut Bill
and other celestial bodies are the province of all mankind· · Anders: "We· came a long way to explore the Moon, but
and that any exploration and use should be for the benefit of t~e most important thing we discovered is the Earth."
au people.
There is some. debate whether ·this treaty .limits http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/IMAGES/SMALLiGPN-?001only national claims of sovereignty, while .still allowing 000009.jpg
private property rights and exploitation, or if a true
international commons has been established. An effort to
In the Shadow of Saturn - As the robot
clarify this question was contained in a much later treaty in spacecraft, Cassini, passed into the shadow of the planet

October 2007
Saturn last year, it took this magnificent backlit view of
the amazing rings of ice, rock, and dust encircling the
planet. Even more spectacular is the view of Earth. Zoom
in on the pale blue dot to the upper left of the brighter sets
of rings. All of humanity exists on tho§e few pixels.
http://photojournaLjp1.nasa.gov/figures/PIA08329
fig2.jpg
Human Impact on Earth - If Earth was the size
of a basketball, the lower 90% of the atmosphere (where
all kllown life exists) would be the equivalent thickness
of just two sheets of notebook paper. The first photo is
of jet contrails. A recent study found that in the three
days following 9/11/01, when all domestic air travel was
grounded; the average difference between nighttime low
and daytime high temperatures nationwide increased by
one degree centigrade (a. huge average climate change
in just three days), d~e to the lack of contrails forming
a blanket in the atmosphere. The second photo is of our
equally dramatic nighttime footprint.
http://earthobservatorv.nasa.goviNewsroom!Newimages/
images.php3?img id=16528
http://Vv-ww.nasa.gov/multimedia/i1~agegallery/image
feature 397.html

Bruce Elder is a 3L, who still dreams of space flight.
His first chance came with a shot to be an astronaut in
the US. Air Force in the mid 1980s, butthe loss of the
Space Shuttle Challenger derailed that attempt. Later,
he worked a bit with an early private space tourism
start-up company, calledRotary Rocket, which sadly was
unable to raise enough· money to survive. Meanwhile
he has entertained himself as a business development
executive in various high-tech companies, and now as a
law student interested in applying IP law to clean-tech
renewable energy start-ups. He hopes that by the time hes ·
donepaying for law school, the new generation of space
tourism companies will be flourishing,' so. then he can just
buy a ticket.

Blackwater, from page 1:
State Department's three private security contractors in
Iraq. At least 90% of Blackwater's revenue comes from
government contracts, two-thirds of which are no-bid
contracts. On average, the cost for each Blackwater guard
operating in Iraq is $445,000 per year. If ihat statistic
doesn't concern you as a taxpayer, consider Blackwater's
deep ties to the Bush Administration. The current vicechairman of Blackwater is Cofer Black, President Bush's
top counter-terrorism official in 2001.
On September }6th, 2007, Blackwater's long
road of impunity came to an end. During a routine convoy
operation in Iraq, four Blackwater vehicles carrying
State Department officials reportedly came under attack
from hostile gunfire. In response,· Blackwater security
guards opened file on a crowd of civilians. When the
dust cleared, between 17 and 20 Iraqi civilians had been
killed. ·Blackwater, operating in a nebulous realm of legal
ambiguity, was not re::idily available tb be held accountable
in any court oflaw.
An official Iraqi governmental investigation
into the shootings has revealed the shootings were
"unwarranted," "unprovoked" and "amounted to a
deliberate crime." The U.S. State Department and the FBI·
are currently investigating the killings. The U.S. Congress

and the Defense Department are now drafting rules and
laws that will theoretically increase accountability and
oversight of private military contractors. The Iraqi
government is calling f~r justice and prosecution. All of
the predictable responses to this tragedy are cliche and
offer little to no solution. behind the real problem: the
privatization of warfare.
These shootings are only a small percentage of
the overall problem of privatizing national security. By
awarding no-bid contracts to companies like Blackwater,.
the United States government has made war profitable.
By ensuring Blackwater will be immune under both U.s:
and Iraqi law, the United States ·government has made
warfare an efficient, 'low~risk enterprise. Corporations
are committed ·to maximizing growth, efficiency and
profit. Privatizing war and submitting national security to
private companies ensures that warfare will grow, become
efficient, and become profitable.
If the United States of America practices what
it purports to preach, that every human life has value
and should be protected at all stages, how then can the
privatization of war be justified? If effi,ciency is the. name
of the game, where do human rights come into the picture?
Blackwater's founder, Erik Prince, recently said: "[W]e're

International Criminals, from page 7:
Conclusion
judges and the courts are in place. So the ICC will not
come in." The Ugandan government has, since last month,
Prof. Rychlak's visit to USD was productive
been consulting with various stakeholders in the country
to arrive at a proper system .of satisfying the victims by in informing USD law students about the International
not awarding the LRA impullity, while at the same time Criminal Court, which IHRLS considers one of the most
meeting the concerns of the international community that important justice institutions in the world. However,
. USD law students deserve to hear the whole side of the
standard justice principles would be adhered to ..
According to an ICC report, the Ugandan story, and not be convinced that the ICC and international
government has acknowledged, as have others, the positive courts don't work because of the one sided and simple
effect that the warrants have had in motivating the LRA to analysis of a visiting professor. We challenge all USD
attend peace talks, and the Government continues to seek, law students to consider our arguments when compared
as stated in its correspondencewith the Court, "a permanent to Prof. Rychlak's and decide for themselves. There .are
end to the violence that serves the need for peace and over 20 law journal articles written on this subject alone,
justice, compatible with Rome Statute obligations." The and we encourage all law students to review them and
Ugandan officials have stated that the LRA would be learn more. For more information about the ICC; or to
tried under traditional justice for minor crimes· and that Jearn about joining the International Human Rights Law
the formal courts in Uganda would handle complicated Society, please feel free to email our presidents, Kevin
crimes. Accordingly, "the intention is to update the system Grigsby: kgrigsbv2@vahoo.com, · and Brett Barley:
on the Juba peace process and prepare the courts to handle brettbarlev@vahoo.com, or visit our blog at wvvw.usdhu
legislations that may be necessary in order to ensure mallrights.blqi;rnpot.com. accountability and reconciliation."

trying to do for the national security apparatus what
FedEx did-for the Postal Service." Should warfare be
this convenient, profitable, and. cost~efficient? Is quick,
profitablewarfare the just course?.
This article is not meant tO be a· thorough
probative analysis of the pitfalls and benefits surrounding
the issue·of privatizing warfare. In fact, this article is not
even a cursory survey of the subject. However, what this
article hopefully does is provide some food for thought on
the most relevant question facing our world today: What
makes it moral if you win, but immoral if you lose?·
Perhaps there is ·no answer to this question.
However, heeding once again the words of former.
president Dwight D. Eisenhower: "We must never
let the weight of this combination [military-industrial
complex] endanger our liberties or democratic processes.
We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and
knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing
of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense
with our peaceful methods and .goals, so that security
and liberty may prosper together... [d]isarmament, with
mutuai honor and confidence, is a continuing imp~rative.
Together we must learn how to compose differences, not
with arms, but with intellect and decent purpose."
Moot Court,]rompage 5:
4L students. It is different from other competitions in
that it has a classroom component, .a larger number of
competitors, and_spans a longer amount of time.
Chair of USD's Moot Colµi: Board, Andrew
Haden, -anticipates emollment to reach the triple digits
compared to last spring's 83 participants. As the.
2007 McLennon Tournament. winner, Haden recently .
expressed both his 'excitement and apprehension at this
year's heightened level of intensity. "This 2L class scares
me. As a whole, they ·are incredibly hard-core about
extracUrricular opportunities."
In addition to fostering excellence in. appellate
advocacy by hosting tournaments for USD students, the
Moot Court Board both competes nationally and has the
honor of hosting one of the most prestigious national
tournaments ill. the country - the Criminal Procedure
Tournament.
On October 18-20, the Board hosted the Annual
National Criminal Procedure Tournament. Coordinated
by 3Ls GeoffBrethen and Erill Doyle, it boasted 41 teams .
from across the nation.
For more info visit www.sandiego.edu/~mcourt

